We welcome you to our campsite häsle. We want to make your stay as comfortable as possible. Here are our campsite regulations.

- **Noontime:** 12:00 am - 2:00 pm **No Departure!**
- **Nighttime:** 11:00 pm - 7:00 am
- Please do not drive on the campsite during the rest periods.
  - The main gate will be closed during this time. Driving outside during this time only in case of emergency.
- Visitors have no access to the campsite, only with permission of the owner.
- **No departure during the noontime.**

The **transponder key**, which you received at arrival, allows you access to the rooms of the sanitary building and the main barrier.

The scanner to open the doors respectively is mounted at the outside.

After entering the showers, slide the chip in front of the scanner, mounted at the inside and you will have 8 minutes of hot water.

The normal key fits into the gates to the lake and in the electrical cabinets.

During vacation time, you can buy fresh rolls and bread every morning in the **bakery** next to the restaurant. Otherwise only on weekend.

Check-out after 3:00 pm we charge 2,00 € per person.

The **dog-walking path** for your dog is located in the little forest counterpart the main barrier.

Please use the dog wastebag at the exits.

No open fires are allowed.

If you have garbage, you can bring it to the **garbage room** near the reception.

Please note that we have waste separation.

We wish you relaxing days and lots of sun at the häsle campsite.

Fam. Alexander Hammele

Forgot something?? We lend you charcoal barbecue, electr. stove, gas grill, gas stove, gas heater, power adapter, beer tents sets and other things for a small fee.